W e study the calculation of complex transport coeffi cients x ( (o) and power spectra in terms of complex con tinued fractions. In particular, we establish classes of dynamical equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems for which we can obtain a posteriori bounds for the truncation error | ^ (to) -x (n)(c' J)| = c (a)) I X(w)(tu) -%("-1 )(w)| when the transport coefficient is approximated by its n-th con tinued fraction approximant £<n)(co).
Introduction
An im portant problem in the field of equilibrium and nonequilibrium statistical mechanics is the calculation of the spectral function (or power
spectrum) S(w ) of time-dependent fluctuations with an autocorrelation function C(t) = C (-t) e R 1 00

S ( -( o ) = S(co) = ---f e~^C ( t ) d t^0
(1) 
Even in stationary nonequilibrium systems we obtain similar relations for the transport coefficients if a fluctuation theorem holds [3] . In this note we discuss a suitable calculation technique for complex transport quantities via continued fraction expansions and investigate classes of statistical systems for which a posteriori truncation error bounds for these continued frac tions can be obtained. 
Truncation Error Bounds for Complex Susceptibilities
Mori
The asymptotic series in Eq. (4) can be converted into a continued fraction expansion of the form As i 03 + 1 + i at + (8) Here the coefficients {An} can be constructed from the moments {Cn} using determinantal expressions or more efficiently by use o f the recursive algorithms presented in Reference [5] . In practice, however, we are forced to terminate the generally infinite continued fraction in Eq. (8) a t a finite order. Henceforth, it is im portant to have realistic estimates o f the truncation error F (z) 
we obtain from Eq. (5) for the static moment Cn of the autocorrelation function C (t) 
C(t) = (g[x(t)]g[x(0)]> = <91¥ (t)] [(exP r t ) g
